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29 l4arch 1990
IN?ERVIEW WITH DR LUC MONTAGNIER AT INSTITUT PASTEUR

3pm

Montagnier mentioned a 1ot about H.I.V. and its variants.
Apparently there is not such wide variation between Arnerican and
Western European strains as there is in African and Eastern
European - he mentioned Russians returning from Africa - he
sti11 believes !i.I.V. originated there apparently. He also
mentioned African students donating blood in Rumania as possible

explanation for Rumanian babies with

AIDS.

He stressed that the virus mutates rapidly and that some strains
are more pathogenic than others. Ilowever, he also mentioned
havi-ng seen ArDs cases rrho were consistently sera-negative, and
raentioned Friedman-Kien in New York.

significant breakthrough was when Joan asked about
co-factors. He said that he anc his team hac been looking for
co-factors more or less from the Ciscovery of H.I.V. (f,aV) in
1983. As he explained, if this one virus was capable of
creating the whole diseaser w€ vlould have a cure and a vaccine
by now. He said "Had we been wholly right we could have cured
patients by now. "
The most

Iie was a 1itt1e reluctant to talk about his co-factor untl1 we
assured him of confidenti-ality prior to him speaking in San
Francisco at the next ArDs conference (if he goest) and he hopes
to have published by then"
?he co-factor(s) that seems to interest him most is',a sma11
particle" - .Toan siezed on "mycoplasmas" and he agreed. He
rapidly producecl a photo blow-up and pointed at blobs and
tubules which can change shape and interconnect.

He has read Shih Ching Lo's papers, and seems to be in
agreement. He admitted that if the theory is right then certain
antibioti-cs may be able to help AIDS patients. He admitted that
some AIDS patients had responded to antibiotic treatment, but
not all.
He seemed surprised I had heard of doxycycline. We
told him about CaLazza.

His big "em.bargo" secret seems to be a significant co-factor, a
mycoplasma (or more than one) which seems to work in synergy
with H.r.v- He sti1l says he believes H.r.v. plays a role in
ArDS, but has modified his position to suggest that on its own,
H-r-v- doesn't appear to be a very dangerous pathogen.
To stress this, he mentj-oned that since his paper at Cold Spring
Harbour in 1983, he has always been cautious about !'blaming"
H.I.V. for the whole tl-ring. He pointed out that from 85,86 he
has been looking at the possibility of AfDS bei-ng an autoimmune
disease, triggered by one or more agents.
There was something f couldnrt understand about the distincti-on
between co-factors and co-agents. Even he seemed to think it
might be considered rnere semantics.

is as shrewd as he is charming. He realised that we
were putting Duesberg's points and aclmitted. that he and peter
were friends. However, he said he fundamentally disagreed with
Peter over infectivity.
He said that the pattern of spread,
blood recipients etc. convince hirn the disease
is infectious.
He arso stressed that he was never sure that H.r.v. directly
ki.1Ied the T. Ce1ls .
The man

the difficurty in finding a permanent cerl
line to replicate H.f .v. he explai-ned that the cifficulty was
overcome as the virus adapted to ce1l lines. This was due to
rapid viral mutation. (I'Il explain how this works, later
when Joan asked rvhy

Joan !

)

that H.I.V- may not be "sufficient" to cause AIDS, but
the rest of his points i-mplied he believes it is necessary. (or
is he hedging his bets?)

He agreed

He says AIDS is leaving the risk groups - Africa!
He
ic

said although there are many variants of H.I.v. I, H.I.V. I1
the only other virus in this grouP'

to gi-ve us an interview on April 10th and to talk
in general terrns about co-factors.

He has agreed

N.B. This is personal-notes. r reckon Luc is getting ready to
dump H.I.V. and gc for mycoplasmas. The only constraints are
a) losing face,
b) the U.S investigation into Gal1o's chicanery could result in
the Institut Pasteur getting a larger slice of the roYalties on
the testing kits for H.I-V- politics all the way, babies. Hence
E.I.V. +?? sYnergY for the time being
I
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